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Digitally activating the most trusted brands in health & wellness
Information: Leading Hospitals
- 40% of Sharecare Q&A pages rank #1 in Google
- Doctor’s names are searched an average of 77 times per month
- 87% are on page 1
Online health information leads to more effective appointments

- Average wait time for doctor appointments in the 15 largest US markets is **20.5 days**
- **71% of U.S. consumers** have difficulty making timely doctor appointments, getting phone advice or receiving after-hours care
- **56 million Americans** live in census classified rural areas with inadequate access to primary care
- **30% of e-health consumers** say online health information leads them to ask a doctor new questions or to get a second opinion from another doctor
Support

Sharecare will facilitate live physician visits through multiple channels.

Ellen S. Marmur, M.D.

Schedule an Appointment with Dr. Marmur

Ellen S. Marmur, M.D.
Mount Sinai Dermatology Associates
Mount Sinai Faculty Practice - Dermatology
5 East 98th Street 5th Floor
New York, NY 10029
Phone: (212) 241-3050
Fax: (212) 987-1197

Insurance accepted:
- Aetna HMO
- Blue Cross/Blue Shield - BlueCard PPO
- Blue Cross/Blue Shield PPO
- Cigna - Open Access

Select a time to get started, use the arrows to find a different day.
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